Abstract: In animal mitochondria, several codons are non-universal and their meanings dier depending on the species. In addition, the tRNA structures that decipher codons are sometimes unusually truncated. These features seem to be related to the shortening of mitochondrial (mt) genomes, which occurred during the evolution of mitochondria. These organelles probably originated from the endosymbiosis of an aerobic eubacterium into an ancestral eukaryote. It is plausible that these events brought about the various characteristic features of animal mt translation systems, such as genetic code variations, unusually truncated tRNA and rRNA structures, unilateral tRNA recognition mechanisms by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, elongation factors and ribosomes, and compensation for RNA decits by enlarged proteins. In this article, we discuss molecular mechanisms for these phenomena. Finally, we describe human mt diseases that are caused by modication defects in mt tRNAs.
Introduction
It was long believed that the genetic code is universal for all organisms (Table 1) . However, in 1979, Barrel et al. rst found the non-universal genetic code by comparing the HeLa cell mt DNA sequence of the cytochrome oxydase subunit II gene and the amino acid sequence of the corresponding beef heart protein, which showed that UGA is used as a tryptophan (Trp) codon instead of as a termination codon, and that AUA may be a methionine (Met) instead of isoleucine (Ile) codon. 1) Anderson et al. determined the complete genome sequence of HeLa cell mitochondria and dened characteristic features of the mt genome 2) : it is small, circular and AT-rich, consisting of a total of 16,569 bp, and gene organization is very compact, consisting of 13 proteins and two rRNA and 22 tRNA genes with scarce spacer regions. An unusually truncated tRNA Ser of 63 nucleotides lacking the D loop and stem was found in the tRNA gene sequence 3) and also at the RNA level. 4) These ndings are intriguing, and an exploration of the translation systems of animal mitochondria is warranted, because they could provide a key to understanding the mechanisms of evolution of life, especially the processes involved in the transition between the ''RNA world'' to the ''RNP (ribonucleoprotein) world''. 5) We intended to pursue the variations of the genetic code in various animals, to carry out structural and functional studies of truncated mt tRNAs, and to construct an in vitro mt translation system to examine how truncated tRNAs function and how a non-universal genetic code is decoded by tRNAs.
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: serine-specic tRNA corresponding to UCN codons; tRNA genetic codes in several animals and examined how such variations of the genetic code have emerged during the course of animal evolution (Table 2 ). To pursue the decoding mechanism of non-universal genetic codes by mt tRNAs in extant animal mitochondria, we have analyzed mt tRNAs at the RNA level and discovered novel modied nucleosides located in the anticodon wobble position of various tRNAs. Thus, we have further expanded the ''Wobble rule'' 6), 7) to the latest version (Table 3) , in which other modied nucleosides in addition to unmodied U, A and G at the anticodon wobble position are taken into consideration for codon recognition. We have succeeded in constructing an in vitro translation system of bovine Table 1 . Standard genetic code (inside the box) and variations in animal mitochondrial genetic code (outside) mitochondria and have conrmed that these modied nucleosides are indeed involved in the recognition of non-universal codons. We have also proved that even truncated tRNAs can form cloverleaf-like tertiary structures and function in the in vitro bovine mt translation system. We have observed that mt enzymes and ribosomes are able to recognize both mt and E. coli tRNAs; however, E. coli enzymes and ribosomes are unable to recognize mt tRNAs in either in vitro translation system. We termed these phenomena ''a unilateral recognition mechanism''. We also observed how truncated RNA segments in tRNAs and rRNAs are compensated for structurally and functionally by enlarged proteins in mt translation systems. Finally, we have found novel modied nucleosides in human mt tRNAs and have revealed that they are highly relevant to human mt diseases. All these features observed for mt translation systems will be helpful to elucidate how animal mitochondria have emerged over the course of evolution. In addition, the discoveries of novel modied nucleosides in human mitochondria and their roles in human mt diseases will provide a key to medical treatment of these diseases.
I. Genetic code variations and the anticodon structure of the corresponding tRNA 1. Genetic code variations in animal mitochondria. Since 1981, when Anderson et al. rst determined a complete nucleotide sequence of HeLa cell mitochondria, 2) the complete nucleotide sequences of metazoan mt genomes have been reported by several groups including our own; these include the mt genomes of human, 2) bovine, 8) rat, 9) mouse, 10) chicken, 11) frog, 12) ascidian, 13) sea urchin, 14) , 15) starsh, 16) fruit y, 17) nematode, 18) and others. Several other metazoan mt genomes have been partially sequenced. 19) Complete or partial sequences of some protozoan mt genomes have also been determined; they are not single circles but are segmented, with their genome sizes being much larger than those of metazoans. 20) -22) To track the evolutionary variation of genetic codes, we have sequenced mt genomes from various animal phyla, such as starsh, 16) , 23) coelacanth, 24) lungsh, 24) ascidian, 25) mollusc, 26) and squid, 27) and found some non-universal genetic codes. Together with data obtained by other groups, 1)-3),8)-12),14),15),17)-22),28) the genetic code variations that have been identied in animal mitochondria are summarized in Table 2 . 29) Five codons are changeable in their meanings depending on the animal phyla. 30) UGA is a termination codon in the standard genetic code, but it species Trp in all animal mitochondria. 1) The UAA termination codon was once assumed to be used as a Tyr codon in planarian mitochondria, 31) but there are no data for other platyhelminth mitochondria in the literature to conrm this, 32) and there is no structural information on the planarian mt tRNA Tyr that decodes the UAA codon. In the present eubacterial release factors RF1 and RF2, RF1 recognizes UAG and UAA codons, while RF2 recognizes UGA and UAA codons, 33) so that it is difcult to assume that UAA is changeable than UAG and UGA. Thus, I omitted contradictory result on the UUA codon in Table 2 . AUA codes for Ile in the standard genetic code and in mitochondria of Protozoa, 20)-22),28) Cnidaria, 34) Rhabditophora in Platyhelminthes, 31) and Echinodermata, 23) but it encodes Met in the mitochondria of Platyhelminthes except for Rhabditophora, 34) Nematoda, 18) Mollusca, Arthropoda, 35),36) Prochordata, 13), 25) and Vertebrata. 1) AGA/AGG codons are unique in that they change their meanings in four ways: Arg, Ser, Gly and termination, depending on the animal taxon (Arg in protozoans, 21),22), 28) Ser in most metazoans, 18),23), 30) Gly in prochordates, 25) and a termination codon in vertebrates 2) ). The AAA codon is changed to an Asn codon only in echinoderms 23) and platyhelminths. 32) 2. Codon-anticodon relationships in the mitochondrial genetic code. The codon varia- 46) arthropod, 47) and nematode, 48)-51) to conrm that the assignment of codon variations is reasonable.
For isolating individual tRNAs in an amount sufcient for sequencing and functional analysis, if possible, we used conventional column chromatography techniques (BD-cellulose, DEAE-cellulose, etc.) followed by 15% polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis. The tRNA fraction was detected by aminoacylation with crude bovine mt aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (S-100 fraction). For example, 5$20 kg of bovine heart or liver was needed to isolate about 5 A 260 units (250 mg) of mt tRNA Ser GCU , and complete isolation required a few months. 37) Later, we adopted a hybridization assay instead of an aminoacylation assay to detect tRNA, which enhanced detection sensitivity by 100 fold and enabled us to distinguish even isoacceptor tRNAs such as tRNA Ser GCU and tRNA Ser UGA . 38) From the sequence analysis of mt tRNAs involved in decoding non-universal genetic codes, it has been determined that the tRNA anticodon, especially the rst nucleoside (wobble nucleoside), is deeply involved in decoding. 29) The anticodon of tRNA Trp that deciphers the UGA termination codon as Trp has been found to be U Ã CA in bovine 52) and rat 53) mitochondria. U Ã seems to be 5-carboxymethylaminomethyl-(2-thio)U (cmnm 5 (s 2 )U), 50),51),54) which is known to pair with G as well as A at the codon third position. We found a novel modied nucleoside, 5-formylcytidine (f 5 C), at the wobble position of tRNA Met from bovine 55) and nematode mitochondria, and also from squid, frog, chicken, rat and fruit y 47) mitochondria. Recently, using an in vitro mt translation system, we conrmed that tRNA Met with the anticodon f 5 CAU can decode both AUG and AUA codons. 56) Thus, it turned out that the change in the AUA codon from Ile to Met is brought about by formylation of C at the wobble position of tRNA Met . In echinoderm and platyhelminth mitochondria, 23), 32) not only the usual Asn codons AAU and AAC, but also the usual Lys codon AAA, are translated as Asn by a single mt tRNA Asn with the anticodon GUU.
The nucleotide sequencing of starsh mt tRNA Asn revealed that the anticodon is GCU and that U35 at the anticodon second position is modied to pseudouridine (C). 42 46) On the other hand, the AGG codon is absent from only insect mitochondria (Table 2) , and the anticodon wobble position of tRNA Ser GCU is unmodied G. In this case, the unmodied GCU anticodon of tRNA Ser GCU seems to read the three codons AGU, AGC and AGA as Ser. 47) These interpretations need to be conrmed in an in vitro translation system. The anticodon of tRNA Gly UCU is U Ã CU in ascidian mitochondria. U Ã is probably 5-taurinomethyl U (tm 5 U) 57) (Kondow, A., Suzuki, T. and Watanabe, K., in preparation). It is apparent that the U Ã CU anticodon of tRNA Gly UCU reads the AGR (AGA and AGG) codons as Gly, similar to the case of tRNA Trp in which the anticodon U Ã CA reads both UGR codons as Trp and similar to the case for tRNA Leu(UUR) , as discussed in Chapter III. Thus, the codon-anticodon pairing relationships in animal mt systems can be classied into three categories (Table 3 ). In the rst category, a single species of tRNA can read all four codons (four-way wobble). It is well known that tRNAs possessing an unmodied U at the wobble position can read all four codons in a codon box, 7),38),58),59) and the same holds for tRNAs with an unmodied A of tRNA Arg 58) , 60) or m 7 G of tRNA Ser GCU 43) , 46) at the wobble position. The second category of pairing relationships is one in which the codon box is divided 3:1. Within a box, a codon ending with G is read by a tRNA possessing an unmodied C at the wobble position, whereas the remaining three codons ending with U, C and A are read by a tRNA possessing an unmodied G at the wobble position (three-way wobble). Such cases are observed in the codon boxes of starsh (AAU, AAC and AAA) 23), 47) and Drosophila (AGN). 17) In this case there is no tRNA that corresponds to AGG, so AGG is an unassigned codon. In the third category, the codon box is divided 2:2. In this case, two codons ending with U and C are read by a tRNA possessing an unmodied G or queosine (Q) 61) at the wobble position, whereas the other two codons ending with A and G are read by a tRNA possessing either a modied uridine such as cmnm 5 46) would be an intriguing problem in connection with the codon change and animal lineage. C present at the middle position of anticodon of tRNA Asn GCU in insect mitochondria 47) would strengthen the codon-anticodon interaction, otherwise there are two A-U pairings between the rst and second codons and the third and second anticodons. Q and U Ã are known to facilitate codon-anticodon base-parings with pyrimidine-ending 61) and purineending codons, 59) respectively. f 5 C is newly found modied nucleoside at the anticodon wobble position of tRNA
Met from most metazoan mitochondria, 47),55) whose function to decode AUA as well as AUG 56) would also be intriguing in connection with the codon change and animal lineage.
Through these studies, we expanded the ''Wobble rule'' 6), 7) to the latest version (Table 3) , including new modied nucleosides at the anticodon wobble position of tRNAs, as has been discussed. 3. Genetic code variations and animal evolution. 29) In considering the evolution of the genetic code in animal mitochondria, the codoncapture hypothesis based on AT pressure, proposed by Osawa and Jukes, 7),65) has been most helpful. Codon capture means that any codon can be read by the corresponding tRNA, but if a competitor tRNA or a release factor arises that has stronger afnity toward the codon than does the original tRNA, the codon will then be read by the competitor. Thus, the codon is reassigned or captured. As for the UGA codon, there has been so far no report of a release factor recognizing this codon in animal mitochondria. 66),67) Such a release factor corresponding to eubacterial RF2 was probably lost in the animal mt system, so that the UGA codon became unassigned. When a residue of the anticodon for tRNA
Trp changed from C to modied U (U Ã ), and a part of the Trp UGG codon in reading frames was changed to UGA by AT pressure, the UGA codon was captured by tRNA To explain the evolutionary change of other non-universal codons in metazoan mitochondria, the genome economization eect (especially, that tRNA genes are restricted to 22$23 species, and that tRNAs are not imported from the cytoplasm in almost all metazoan mitochondria 52) ) should be taken into consideration, in addition to AT pressure. The AUA codon is read as Ile in protozoans, coelenterates, some platyhelminths, and echinoderms, but it is read as Met in most metazoans. f 5 Gly U Ã CU , resulting in the translation of AGR codons as Gly. The low GC content of the CO I region in ascidian mitochondria in comparison to that of vertebrates is consistent with this speculation. In the ancestors of vertebrates, AGR codons may have appeared in the reading frames by deletion of U from the UAG termination codon, concomitantly with a functional change in the vertebrate release factor so as to recognize AGR codons. A possible candidate for an mt release factor capable of recognizing AGR codons was reported. 67) The release factor prevails over tRNA Ser GCU in decoding the AGA codon and thus changes AGR codons to termination codons. 25) II. Structure and function of the translation apparatus
To clarify the molecular basis of genetic code variations in animal mitochondria, it is necessary to dissect their translation apparatus at the molecular level. The following are results of our experiments carried out for this purpose.
1. Higher-order structures of mt tRNAs. Many animal mt tRNAs are thought to have unusual secondary structures as inferred from their gene sequences; they seem to lack the interaction between the D and T arms that usually occurs in canonical tRNAs. 70),71) Serine tRNA specic for codon AGY (tRNA Ser GCU ) has the most unusual secondary structure in that it lacks the entire D arm, 3),4) but it still exhibits serine-accepting activity in vitro. 37) The codon AGY has been found to be translated as Ser in almost all protein-encoding genes so far identied in mammalian mitochondria. 2) Thus, tRNA Ser GCU possessing a truncated secondary structure is presumed to function in the mt translation system in the same way as other mt tRNAs possessing both the D and T arms. If this presumption is correct, all mt tRNAs should share common structural features allowing them to function in mt ribosomes. 72),73) An early work proposing a tertiary structural model for mt tRNA Ser GCU on the basis of chemical probing sug-gested that this tRNA also possesses an L-shaped structure 74) that is slightly smaller than those of other canonical tRNAs. 75) Steinberg et al. 72) carried out computer modeling of the tRNA under the condition that the distance and orientation between the anticodon and the CCA-3' end were constant in order that the tRNA can participate in the mt translation system, 73) which resulted in a model with a ''boomerang'' shape rather than an ''L'' shape. However, no concrete experimental analysis of the tertiary structure of mt tRNAs has been reported so far. To determine the higher-order structure of tRNA Ser GCU by means of NMR spectroscopy, we synthesized a bovine mt tRNA Ser GCU transcript using T7 RNA polymerase and measured its 1 H-NMR spectrum in the imino proton region. 41) Although the imino proton signals heavily overlapped, we succeeded in assigning all seven proton signals of the G-C base pairs by a combination of base replacement and 15 N-labeling of the G residues of a whole tRNA molecule or of the 3' half fragment (Fig. 1b) . The results indicate that the tRNA possesses the secondary structure that was proposed on the basis of biochemical studies to discriminate between single strand and double strand regions using nuclease digestion and/or chemical probing. 37),74),76) Analysis of the eect of the magnesium concentration on the G-C pairs suggests that the acceptor stem and T stem do not form a co-axial helix, and that the core region of the tRNA does not interact with magnesium ions. These features are signicantly dierent from those of canonical tRNAs.
Despite this, it is very likely that the tRNA as a whole adopts a nearly L-shaped tertiary structure, rather than the ''boomerang'' model of Steinberg et al. 72) Bovine mt tRNA Ser UGA was thought to have two U-U mismatches at the top of the acceptor stem, as inferred from its gene sequence. 8) We isolated the tRNA by a hybridization method and determined its complete sequence including the modied nucleotides. 39) Analysis of the 5'-terminal nucleotide and enzymatic determination of the whole sequence of tRNA Ser UGA revealed that the tRNA started from the third nucleoside G of the putative tRNA Ser UGA gene, which had been formally proposed. 39) Enzymatic probing of tRNA Ser UGA suggested that the tRNA possesses an unusual cloverleaf structure with the following characteristics (Fig. 1c) . 1) There is only one nucleotide between the acceptor stem and the D stem.
2) The anticodon stem seems to consist of six base pairs. Since the same type of cloverleaf structure as above could be constructed only for mt tRNAs Ser UGA of mammals such as human, rat and mouse, but not for those of non-mammals such as chicken and frog, this unusual secondary structure seems to be conserved only in mammalian mitochondria. 39) 1 H-NMR analysis of the tRNA Ser UGA transcript 77) showed that it adopts a nearly L-shaped tertiary structure with tertiary base pairings similar to those found in yeast tRNA Phe , which is representative of canonical tRNAs. However, magnesium ion titration revealed that Mg 2þ aects the chemical shifts of the tRNA Ser UGA transcript dierently than those of canonical tRNAs so far studied; the former is less sensitive toward Mg 2þ , especially in the D arm region. This observation was conrmed by NMR analysis with paramagnetic manganese ion titration. Hill plots derived from circular dichroism spectral changes caused by titration with Mg 2þ suggested that the tRNA Ser UGA transcript has fewer Mg 2þ binding sites than does yeast tRNA Phe as well as its transcript, a nding that was consistent with the NMR data. We thus assume that the thermal instability of both the transcript and tRNA Ser UGA itself originates from a reduction in the number of divalent ion binding sites within the tRNA molecule. These results suggest a new type of thermal instability for mt tRNA. Recently, the three-dimensional structure of the pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase-tRNA Pyl complex was determined by X-ray analysis at 3.1 Å resolution, which showed that the tertiary structure of tRNA Pyl has an L-shaped structure similar to that of canonical tRNAs. 78) The structural characteristics of tRNA Pyl are quite similar to those of mt tRNA Ser UGA , except for the absence of the D loop-T loop interaction, in that there is an elongated anticodon stem of six base pairs, only one nucleotide at the junction connecting the acceptor and D stems, a short variable region of only three bases, and a small D loop of only ve bases. This is also consistent with the result of the 1 H-NMR analysis of mt tRNA Ser UGA described here. 77) We have analyzed other mt tRNAs from bovine (tRNA Phe 40) ) and nematode (tRNA Ser UCU , 48) tRNA Met 49),79) and tRNA Phe 48) ) sources and came to the following conclusions. 1) The mt tRNAs so far known can be folded into a similar L-shaped tertiary structure, in which the distance and mutual orientation between anticodon and CCA terminus are preserved. This structure is prerequisite for mt tRNAs to function on the ribosome in the translation process as described below. 2) mt tRNAs can be classied into ve groups on the basis of their structural characteristics 72),73),77) (Fig. 2) : mt tRNAs in the rst group (type I), which includes tRNA Ser UGA , possess an almost normal cloverleaf secondary structure, in which the conserved GG and UCC sequences are present in the D and T loops, respectively, but an additional base pair is in the anticodon stem. 39) A unique point is that they have the lowest melting temperature among the mt tRNAs so far examined, 39), 73) probably because they lack two Mg 2þ -binding sites. tRNAs in the second group (Type II) apparently have the usual cloverleaf structure, but lack the con- Why almost all animal mt tRNAs have such unorthodox structures and exhibit thermal instability, and why such characteristics are necessary for the functioning of the mt translation system, remains unclear. However, all the mt components used for mt translation, such as mt tRNAs, aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, elongation factors, ribosomes and rRNAs, appear to have been simplied during the evolution of mitochondria, probably in parallel with genome economization, 80) which would have brought about the structural characteristics of mt tRNAs that exist today.
2. Do aberrant mt tRNAs function in the translation system? Clarication that mt tRNAs are indeed functional requires an in vitro mt translation system. For this purpose, we asked L. Spremulli, University of North Carolina, US, to collaborate with us, since she is a specialist in mitochondrial translation enzymes and ribosomes. Under her instruction we constructed an in vitro translation system of bovine mitochondria. The rst version was a homologous in vitro poly(U)-directed poly(Phe) synthesis system using bovine mt ribosomes, elongation factors and phenylalanyl-tRNA Phe 81) (Type II in Fig. 2 ). The efciency of incorporation of Phe into poly(Phe) in this mt system was several times lower than that for the homologous E. coli system. However, we found later that the addition of 1 mM spermine to the translation system enhanced the efciency to a level similar to that observed in the homologous E. coli system. 56) Next, we tried to determine if mt tRNA Met (Type II) possessing f 5 C at the anticodon wobble position decodes not only the AUG codon, but also the AUA codon using the above-mentioned mt translation system. 56 83) At rst, both tRNAs were altered so as to be charged with Ala by E. coli Ala-tRNA synthetase and to decode poly(U) as a messenger, by replacing the third base-pair of the acceptor stem with G Á U 84) and the anticodon with GAA. Such altered tRNAs should be able to synthesize poly(Ala) depending on poly(U). The results were that both tRNAs could translate poly(U) to synthesize poly(Ala) on the ribosome, but the efciency with the tRNA Ser GCU analogue was several times lower than that with the tRNA Ser UGA analogue. Although the tRNA Ser UGA analogue produced oligopeptides longer than 10mers, the product of the tRNA Ser GCU analogue was mostly short oligopeptides, up to a tetramer. 83) Both tRNA Ser analogues had almost the same ability to form ternary complexes with the mt elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) and GTP, but the ability to bind the ribosomal A site was several times lower for the tRNA Ser GCU analogue than for the tRNA Ser UGA analogue. These results show that the tRNA Ser GCU analogue has a molecular disadvantage on the ribosome, which is probably due to the lack of a D arm. Second, using a synthetic mRNA consisting of a Shine-Dalgarno sequence followed by an AUG codon, a ten-fold repeat of the UUC codon, a serine codon (UCA or AGC), a CAU codon and a stop codon (UAA), we compared Ser-tRNA 2 ), can all function in the mt in vitro translation system, irrespective of the presence or absence of the D loop-T loop interaction or of a D arm. Therefore, these results provide experimental evidence for the presumption that if the distance and orientation between the anticodon and CCA terminus are preserved in all mt tRNAs with unusual structures (Fig. 2) , these could function in the mt translation system.
3. Unilateral recognition mechanism of enzymes and ribosomes in mitochondrial and E. coli translation systems. To elucidate the molecular basis by which aberrant mt tRNAs function in the mt translation system, we compared interactions of tRNAs with enzymes (aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase [ARS] and EF-Tu) and ribosomes in the mt system and the E. coli system, focusing on the exchangeability of components in these two systems.
In the recognition of tRNA by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase, a unilateral aminoacylation specicity was observed for bovine mitochondria and eubacteria: 85) mt phenylalanyl-, threonyl-, arginyl-and lysyl-tRNA synthetases (PheRS, ThrRS, ArgRS and LysRS) were shown to charge and stringently distinguish cognate E. coli tRNA species from noncognate ones, as did the corresponding E. coli synthetases. In contrast, mt seryl-tRNA synthetase (SerRS) not only charged cognate E. coli tRNA Ser species, but also extensively misacylated noncognate E. coli tRNA species. These results suggest a certain conservation of tRNA recognition mechanisms between the mt and E. coli ARS's in the former four synthetases which are most likely to recognize anticodon sequences, but such a conservation of tRNA recognition mechanism does not exist in SerRS which recognize no anticodon sequence. On the other hand, these eubacterial ARS's could not charge cognate mt tRNAs 85) (Fig. 3a) . This unilateral bias in aminoacylation implies that the tRNA recognition mechanism of mt ARSs may have evolved to be, to some extent, simpler than their eubacterial counterparts in response to reductions in the number of animal mt tRNA species, and to simplications of their structures. Any combination of mt and E. coli or Thermus thermophilus 86) components is functional in ternary complex formation among EF-Tu, GTP and aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNA); 81) however, in the ribosomal A site binding of aa-tRNA from the ternary complex, mt EF-Tu functions on either ribosome, but E. coli EF-Tu is inactive on the mt ribosome 81) (Fig. 3b) . This also shows the unilateral bias of the ribosomal A site binding of aa-tRNA, suggesting a dual function of mt EF-Tu.
It has been reported that while mt EF-G can function on both the mt ribosome (55S) and the E. coli ribosome (70S), E. coli EF-G cannot function on the mt ribosome. 87),88) Again, this demonstrates unilaterality in the translocase activity of EF-G. We prepared hybrid mt and E. coli ribosomes to investigate their functional equivalency. A hybrid mt ribosome containing E. coli L7/L12 instead of mt L7/ L12 clearly activated the GTPase of E. coli EF-G and efciently promoted its translocase activity in an in vitro translation system 89) (Fig. 3b) . This result demonstrates that the functional compatibility between EF-G and the L7/L12 protein in the ribosome governs its translational specicity. Thus, the mt ribosome is functionally equivalent to the E. coli ribosome despite their distinct compositions.
To summarize these results, E. coli tRNA can function in both E. coli and mt systems, but mt tRNA cannot function in an E. coli translation system. However, the E. coli system into which mt ARSs and EF-Tu are added can accept mt tRNAs as substrates (Fig. 3c) . Ribosomes are functionally compatible between mitochondria and E. coli, but components such as ARS and EF-Tu, which interact directly with mt tRNAs, need specic assistance to compensate structurally and functionally for unusually truncated mt tRNAs, a few example of which are described below.
4. Structural and functional compensation of truncated RNA segments by proteins in mitochondrial translation systems. In this study, the interactions of ARS, EF-Tu and ribosomal proteins with mt tRNAs and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) are viewed as examples of compensation.
As described above, mt ARS's can charge both mt and E. coli tRNAs, but E. coli ARS's cannot charge mt tRNAs (Fig. 3a) . We focused on the structures of both mt and bacterial SerRS, because bacterial SerRS is known to recognize the large variable arm of tRNA Ser as an identity determinant, 90),91) but none of the mt serine isoacceptor tRNAs possesses the elongated variable arm, and their secondary structures are quite dierent from each other (Fig. 1) . As the crystal structure of bacterial (T. thermophilus) SerRS has been determined, 92) we analyzed bovine mt SerRS complexed with seryl adenylate at an atomic resolution of 1.65 Å , 93) in collaboration with the laboratory of J. Nyborg at Aarhus University, Denmark. Figure 4 shows a superposition of the Ca chain of mt SerRS (red line) onto the known structure of T. thermophilus SerRS (blue line), showing that the tertiary structures of the two SerRS's are almost identical, except for three domains in mt SerRS that are absent from bacterial SerRS: the Distal helix in the N-terminal region (39 amino acids), the Tip loop (QN loop) at the top of the two long a helical arms (10 amino acids) and the C tail in the Cterminal region (24 amino acids). Although the two long a helical arms are responsible for recognition by the long variable arm of bacterial tRNA Ser , 92) replacement of several Arg residues with Ala in these regions minimally inuenced the aminoacylation activity of mt SerRS. However, the aminoacylation activities of mt SerRS towards mt tRNA Ser GCU and tRNA Ser UGA were severely inuenced by deletion mutants of the Distal helix and the C tail in a dierent manner: the Ser acceptor activity of tRNA Ser GCU was lowered to one-fth of control levels by deletion of the Distal helix. On the other hand, the Ser acceptor activity of tRNA Ser UGA was lowered to onefth and one-half of control levels by deletion of the Distal helix and the C tail, respectively. 93) Namely, the Distal helix is indispensable for both tRNAs Ser , but the C tail is necessary for only tRNA Ser UGA , which may mean a dual-mode recognition of SerRS toward two distinct aberrant mt tRNAs
Ser by an alternative combination of interaction sites. Thus, it seems that mt SerRS compensates for the truncated parts of mt tRNA Ser as compared with the canonical tRNAs, with extensions of both the N and C termini (Fig. 5) .
It is well known that conventional EF-Tu from prokaryotes and eukaryotes bind to tRNAs by recognizing amino acid-acceptor stems and T stems of aminoacyl tRNAs. 94),95) However, in nematodes, 20 mt tRNA species of a total of 22 species lack the T arm, and the remaining two species (tRNA Ser UCU and tRNA Ser UGA ) lack the D arm. 18) T. Ohtsuki et al. in my laboratory found two dierent sequences that encode mt EF-Tu homologs in the nematode (C. elegans) mt genomic and cDNA partial sequence databases. The corresponding proteins designated EFTu1 96) and EF-Tu2 97) were over-expressed in E. coli. Both proteins have domains 1{3 in common with bacterial EF-Tu, but possess additional amino acid extensions (57 and 17 residues) at their C termini. An extremely long C-terminal extension in EF-Tu1 was named Domain 3'. In examining the interaction of the EF-Tu's with tRNAs, we found that EF-Tu1 binds to T arm-lacking tRNAs, but not to D armlacking tRNAs or canonical tRNAs having a normal cloverleaf structure. 96) An experiment in which domains between the mt and T. thermophilus systems were exchanged conrmed that Domain 3' is prerequisite for the binding of EF-Tu1 to T arm-lacking tRNA. 96) The results of these experiments indicated that Domain 3' of EF-Tu1 compensates for the T arm-lacking space in the T arm-lacking tRNA, so that the EF-Tu1-T arm-lacking tRNA complex forms a structure similar to that of the usual EF-Tu-tRNA complex, which enables the complex to bind to the ribosome in a manner similar to that seen in conventional systems (Fig. 6) . On the other hand, EF-Tu2 binds to D arm-lacking tRNAs, but not to T armlacking tRNAs. 97) Judging from the amino acid sequence of EF-Tu2 and the biochemical data, it is very likely that EF-Tu2 recognizes not only the tRNA molecule itself, but also the aminoacyl moiety attached to the tRNA. It turned out that nematode EF-Tu2 has a strong specicity for the aminoacyl moiety of seryl-tRNA. 97) Thus, it became clear that nematode mitochondria use two distinct forms of EF-Tu's for recognizing the two dierent classes of tRNAs. Each of the nematode mt EF-Tu species appears to have acquired a specic mechanism to compensate for the structural deciencies of nematode mt tRNAs. In particular, the case of the binding of EF-Tu1 with T arm-lacking tRNA is a typical second example of structural and functional compensation of truncated RNA segments by proteins.
The third case concerns the mt ribosome. The mammalian mt ribosome is a smaller 55S particle compared with the E. coli 70S particle, but the molecular mass of the mt ribosome is 3.57 MDa, larger than that of E. coli (2.49 MDa), as estimated in a physiological study. 98) The mt ribosome consists of a large 39S and a small 28S subunit, each of which contains 16S and 12S rRNAs, respectively, 99) but there is no small rRNA equivalent to the 5S RNA in the E. coli ribosome. The protein to RNA ratio is completely reversed between these two ribosomes, and the protein composition of the mt ribosome is estimated to be about 75%. T. Suzuki and his coworkers in our laboratory identied 55 mt ribosomal proteins by using two-dimensional electrophoresis and LC/MS/ MS analysis, and further searching of the EST database. 100)-109) They succeeded in specifying the proteins in the mt genome. Since the crystal structure of the ribosomal 50S subunit of an archaeon, Haloarcula marismortui has been determined, 110) it is possible to identify where each ribosomal protein binds in the rRNA. Figure 7 shows the secondary structure of a large mt ribosomal RNA (16S rRNA) (red line) superimposed on that of a corresponding bacterial large subunit rRNA (black line), 111) on which mt ribosomal protein subunits are mapped. 108),110) An intriguing nding is that mt ribosomal proteins that bind to the well-conserved binding sites of mt 16S RNA have molecular masses similar to those of their bacterial counterparts. Among the supporting evidence for conservation are the following observations: helices 66, 61, 53, 43/44 and 95 of rRNA in the bacterial large ribosomal subunit, 110) which are well conserved in mt rRNA, serve as the main binding sites for proteins L2, L22, L23, L11 and L14, respectively, whose mt ribosomal homologues are of similar sizes. In contrast, mt ribosomal proteins, having reduced or no distinct binding sites on mt rRNA, have larger masses, which are caused by extensions at their N or C termini. 109) L24, L4 and L15 contact many sites of Domains I and II of bacterial large subunit rRNA, 110) whereas the binding sites for mt homologues are absent from mt rRNA (Fig. 7) . Thus, the molecular masses of the mt L24, L4 and L15 homologues are more than 15 kDa greater than those of bacterial L24, L4 and L15. The mt L19 homologue, of which binding sites on mt rRNA have been almost completely lost, also has a much greater mass than that of its bacterial counterpart. The absence of helices 77 and 78 in mt rRNA seems to be compensated for by the extended termini of the mt L1 and L9 homologues. The binding sites of L3 on helices 94 and 100 of domain VI in bacterial 23S rRNA are also missing from mt 16S rRNA, and thus the mt L3 homologue possesses long N-and C-terminal extensions. These observations strongly suggest that enlarged mt ribosomal proteins can compensate for the decit in mt ribosomal RNAs. 108),109) To conrm these observations, three-dimensional models of human and nematode (C. elegans) mt rRNAs were constructed based on crystal structure data of the bacterial 50S ribosome 110) (Fig. 8) . We have measured the sedimentation coefcient (55S), buoyant density (1.40 g/cm 3 ) and diusion coefcient ((1.48 e 0.04) Â 10 À7 cm 2 s À1 ) of another nematode, Ascaris suum, and determined that the nematode mt ribosome does not dier signicantly in size from the mammalian mt ribosome, although the nematode mt ribosome has a much higher protein composition than do other mt ribosomes. 112) The rRNA that almost overwhelms the inner surface of the bacterial 50S particle (gray part in Fig. 8 ) is greatly reduced in mammalian and C. elegans mt ribosome particles, while the region containing the functional center with peptidyl transferase, which is surrounded by the principal helices H66 (light blue), H80 (red), H92 (blue) and H95 (green) is conserved.
Several rRNA portions missing from the mt ribosome, which are localized discontinuously in the secondary structure (Fig. 7) , form large missing domains as shown by the surrounding white portions in the gure, and these are located at the central protuberance, at the bottom, the back and the left side. Several ribosomal proteins can be seen to occupy the The dierence in molecular weight between the mt ribosomal protein and its E. coli counterpart is indicated by color: red, more than 15 kDa bigger than the E. coli counterpart; orange, 10$15 kDa; yellow, 5$10 kDa; green, less than 5 kDa. The colored large shaded regions represent the six domains from which the ribosome was constructed. missing rRNA portions in the mt ribosomes. The rRNA portions binding to the ribosomal protein sites seem to be shortened and replaced by other enlarged ribosomal proteins. Thus, the extended N or C termini of mt ribosomal proteins ll up the empty spaces in mt rRNAs that are occupied by rRNA in bacteria. According to sequence comparisons of mt rRNAs from various organisms, the rRNA shortening can be found in mitochondria from protozoan, Drosophila, Xenopus and mammalian sources, but yeast and plant mitochondria have mt rRNAs that are similar in size to bacterial rRNA. Thus, it can be assumed that compensation for the RNA decit in mt rRNAs by proteins occurred in the early stage of animal mt evolution. In summary, structural and functional compensations of truncated RNA segments by proteins are seen in ARS, EF-Tu and ribosomes in the mt translation system.
III. Novel modied nucleotides found in human mitochondrial tRNA are relevant to mitochondrial diseases
With the development of a new technique, ''chaplet'' column chromatography, to isolate individual mt tRNAs in a short time with sufcient recovery, we extended our analyses to human mt tRNAs, which has led us to elucidate the molecular mechanisms of human mt diseases caused by point mutations in mt tRNA genes.
1. Novel modied uridines containing a taurine side-chain are found in human mt tRNAs. For isolation of mt tRNAs, we have adopted a hybridization assay as the detection method (Chapter I-2). However, the conventional column chromatography techniques followed by detection using a hybridization assay with a DNA probe were very troublesome and time-consuming for isolating mt tRNAs with a low cellular abundance. To overcome this difculty, T. Suzuki and his coworkers in my laboratory developed a new tRNA isolation technique 57),113),114) employing a solid-phase DNA probe method that takes an afnity chromatographic approach, the principle of which was originally devised by H. Tsurui et al. 115) In this method, to entrap the desired tRNA, a biotinylated DNA probe complementary to the target mt tRNA is immobilized on streptavidin Sepharose, and a crude tRNA fraction that includes about 0.1% of each mt tRNA is circulated through the column by a pump at 65 C. Continuous circulation was proved to be the most important factor in maximizing the individual tRNA yields. To isolate individual mt tRNAs, 22 columns, each specic for a dierent tRNA, were connected in tandem (Fig. 9a) , and the crude tRNA sample was loaded onto the columns by circulation. After circulation, each column was isolated and each tRNA was eluted. Thus, it was possible to simultaneously isolate all 22 individual mt tRNA species from the same crude tRNA preparation using this approach (Fig. 9b) . This system was named ''chaplet'' column chromatography. 114) A crude tRNA fraction from bovine liver was then circulated through the chaplet columns, and 0.5$1 mg of individual mt tRNAs could be isolated from 1 kg of bovine liver as well as from human placenta by this single chromatographic step within one week. The purity of each tRNA was close to 100%. Thus, we obtained 22 species of mt tRNA corresponding to 60 sense codons, which forms the minimal decoding system in extant living organisms (Table 1) . First, the tRNA anticodons were analyzed by conventional nuclease digestion followed by the twodimensional thin-later chromatographic analysis, in order to relate them to the codons. Four tRNAs (tRNA Phe , tRNA Ile , tRNA Cys and tRNA Ser(AGY) ) responsible for two pyrimidine-ending codon sets have G at the wobble position (Category III in Table  3 61) which corresponds to U or C in the two pyrimidine-ending codon sets (Category III). tRNA Met has f 5 C at its wobble position, as described in Chapter II-2, which is responsible for the codon change from AUA-Ile to AUA-Met 56) (Category III). The remaining ve tRNAs have two new modied nucleosides at the wobble position. tRNA Leu Table 3 . NMR analysis of the puried nucleosides showed the absence of an H6 proton cross peak in the 1 H-COSY spectrum, which indicates the presence of a substituent at position 5 in the uracil ring. By Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry, the molecular weight of the 2-thiouridine derivative was determined and its atomic composition was ascertained with excellent accuracy (0.03 p.p.m.) to be C 12 H 19 N 3 O 8 S 2 . These ndings indicate that the main modication occurs at position 5 in the uracil base, and the most plausible structure is a taurinomethyl moiety possessing a sulfonic acid group derived from taurine. The 2-thiouridine derivative possesses an additional sulfur at position 2. The two nucleosides were named 5-taurinomethyluridine (tm (Fig. 10) . Then, we asked K. Saigo and T. Wada of the University of Tokyo, to chemically synthesize the former compound, and we nally identied the novel uridine derivative as tm 5 U by comparing the synthetic products using LC/MS and NMR. 57 and tRNA Gln at their anticodon wobble positions. Our observations show that while there are only four species of wobble modications, Q, f 5 C, tm 5 U, and tm 5 s 2 U, that are required for deciphering the minimal mt decoding system, they play essential roles in mt translation. This suggests that if the wobble base is not modied, mt translation will not function correctly, and the resulting proteins may be altered. This may lead to mt diseases. Supporting this notion, we have found human mitochondrial diseases that are caused by wobble modication defects of tm 5 U and tm 5 s 2 U in tRNA Leu (UUR) and tRNA Lys , respectively (see section 3).
2. Biosynthetic mechanism of taurinomethyluridines. In tm 5 U and tm 5 s 2 U, taurine is attached at the C5 position of the uracil ring through a methylene group. These taurine-containing uridines were found at the wobble position of mt tRNAs from human, bovine, cat, sh, and ascidian sources (our unpublished observations), whereas mt tRNAs from C. elegans had 5-carboxymethylaminomethyluridine (cmnm 5 U) at the corresponding wobble position, so that taurine-containing uridines seem to be common in vertebrate and prochordate mitochondria.
Taurine is one of the most abundant free amino acids in human body uids including plasma, as well as intracellular contents, 116) and it is thought to play physiological roles in bile salt synthesis, modulation of calcium uxes, cardiac contractility, maintenance of photoreceptor cells, modulation of neuronal excit- ability, osmoregulation, and cell proliferation and viability in primates including humans and cats. However, the exact roles of taurine in these functions have not been claried and there is no evidence that taurine is incorporated into macromolecules such as protein and RNA. To conrm that taurine is indeed a direct component of the modied uridines in the above-mentioned ve species of mt tRNAs, we cultured HeLa cells with [
18 O]-labeled taurine for two days, isolated mt tRNA from the cells and subjected it to LC/MS analysis. Mass chromatogram analysis of total nucleosides in mt tRNA Leu 57) This was the rst observation that intracellular taurine is incorporated into mt tRNA, which indicated that the inner membrane of mitochondria has an active taurine transporter. This enables the transport of taurine from the cytoplasm to mitochondria, while plasma taurine is known to be transported into the cytoplasm through the high afnity taurine transporter on the cytoplasmic membrane. Thus, the taurine imported into mitochondria seems to be used as a constituent for tm 5 U synthesis in mt tRNAs. 3. Relevance to human mitochondrial disease { a modication defect of taurine in mt tRNAs is found in mitochondrial encephalomyopathies. It has been known that mtDNA mutations are responsible for a wide spectrum of human diseases that are caused by mt dysfunction. In particular, point mutations in mt tRNA genes are frequently found in mt diseases. 117), 118) In 1990, S. Ohta and his coworkers, at the Nippon Medical School, Japan, revealed that mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes (MELAS), one of the major clinical subgroups of the mitochondrial encephalomyopathies, is caused by point mutation in the tRNA Leu gene that is responsible for the translation of the UUR leucine codons (tRNA Leu(UUR) ). 119),120) The majority (80%) of MELAS patients possess an A to G transition at nucleotide position (np) 3243, 119),121) whereas in about 10% of the patients, a T to C transition is observed at position 3271 in maternally inherited diabetes with deafness, 122) and in progressive external ophthalmoplegia. ciated with ragged-red bers (MERRF), 125) another major clinical subgroup of the mitochondrial encephalomyopathies. Thus, it is clear that the clinical features of the mt diseases depend on the tRNA species and/or positions of the mutations (Fig. 11) . However, the exact relationship between the location of the mutations and their clinical phenotypic consequences are not fully understood. To demonstrate that the three mutations in mt tRNA genes (A3243G, T3271C, and A8344G) are directly involved in the mt dysfunction associated with these mutations, cybrid cell lines have been studied, which were made by transferring mutant mtDNA derived from patients into human cells lacking mtDNA (r 0 cells). 126), 127) In cybrid cells containing a high ratio of mutated MELAS mtDNA, both respiratory enzyme activity and protein synthesis were decreased. 128),129) It was proposed in several papers that the MELAS mutations directly impair the proper function of tRNA Leu(UUR) molecules, resulting in a decrease of mt respiratory activity in these patients. 130),131) However, there has been no conclusive evidence showing that the point mutations are directly responsible for the mt dysfunction.
Therefore, by using cybrid cells possessing homoplasmic pathogenic mutations, we, in collaboration with S. Ohta and his colleagues, isolated tRNA Leu(UUR) and tRNA
Lys by utilizing chaplet column chromatography. Through nucleotide analysis of these tRNAs, we found that mt tRNA Leu(UUR) bearing the A3243G or T3271C mutation lacks the 5-taurinomethyl modication of tm5U, leaving an unmodied uridine at the anticodon wobble position (Fig. 12) . 132) All the other nucleotides, except for that of the mutation point, were identical between wild-type and mutant tRNAs. This result clearly explains why these dierent mutations (A3243G and T3271C) are associated with the same clinical phenotype. Using cybrid cells derived from MERRF patients, we also found that the mutant mt tRNA Lys bearing the A8344G mutation lacks both the 5-taurinomethyl and 2-thio modications of tm 5 s 2 U at the wobble position (Fig.  12 ), 57),133) the other residues being unchanged. We also detected taurine modication defects in tRNAs, not only from cybrid cells, but also from tissues of MELAS and MERRF patients.
Thus, it turned out that the two mt diseases MELAS and MERRF both lack the taurine modication of their respective mutant tRNAs. It is most likely that the point mutations in the mt tRNA Leu(UUR) and tRNA Lys genes inhibit the biosynthetic pathway of taurine modication at the wobble position of the relevant tRNAs. As uridine modications at the wobble position are known to be important for precise and efcient codon recognition 59),134) (Table 3) , a wobble modication deciency may cause a serious defect in decoding. 4. Abnormal translation caused by modication deciency of mutated tRNAs. Since MELAS cybrid cells bearing the A3243G or U3271C point mutations exhibit translational activity to dierent extents, the eect of point mutations in mt tRNAs on translation needs to be taken into consideration 129), 135) apart from the eect of the wobble modication deciency. To separate these two eects, we rst prepared four kinds of mt tRNAs: a wild-type tRNA Leu(UUR) possessing tm
5
U at the wobble position, an ''operated'' tRNA Leu(UUR) with a nucleotide sequence identical to that of wild type tRNA Leu(UUR) except that it lacks only tm 5 U, an A3243G mutant tRNA Leu(UUR) that lacks tm 5 U and possesses an A to G point mutation at position 3243, and a U3271C mutant tRNA Leu(UUR) that lacks tm 5 U and possesses a U to C point mutation at position 3271. The latter two tRNAs are MELAS mutant tRNAs Leu(UUR) puried from the relevant mutant cybrid cells. The operated tRNA Leu(UUR) was constructed by a molecular surgery technique 136) as follows: the mt tRNA Leu(UUR) (160 mg), isolated from human placenta (27 kg) by chaplet column chromatography, was cut in half at the wobble position with a hammerhead ribozyme, and tm 5 U in the 5' half of the fragment was removed by periodate oxidation and replaced with an unmodied uridine by enzymatic ligation. The altered 5' half was then religated with the 3' half. 137) We then examined the translation activities of these four species of tRNA Leu(UUR) using a mt in vitro translation system 83) with synthetic mRNAs possessing 30 triplet repeats for the Leu codons UUA and UUG, as well as UUC as a negative control. 137) As shown in Fig. 13 , the wild-type tRNA Leu(UUR) efciently decoded both the UUA and UUG codons, although the maximum values were considerably dierent (the value for UUG decoding was $60% of that for UUA decoding). The operated tRNA Leu(UUR) showed the same activity as the wild-type tRNA Leu(UUR) in UUA decoding, but a severe reduction ($82%) in UUG decoding. The A3243G mutant tRNA Leu(UUR) showed a considerable reduction ($44%) in UUA decoding, as well as a severe reduction in UUG decoding ($89%). The U3271C mutant tRNA Leu(UUR) also showed a moderate reduction ($21%) in UUA decoding, as well as a severe reduction ($92%) in UUG decoding. 137) All four species of tRNAs Leu(UUR) had no activity with the noncognate UUC codon, implying that the experiments were appropriately controlled.
From these results, the following conclusions could be drawn. First, the severe reduction in UUG decoding by the MELAS mutant tRNAs can be mainly attributed to the lack of wobble modication.
Second, the MELAS point mutations themselves impose a certain negative eect on translation, because considerable or moderate reductions in UUA decoding were observed for both the A3243G and U3271C mutant tRNAs Leu(UUR) , but not for the operated tRNA Leu(UUR) , all of which lack tm 5 U and possess identical nucleotide sequences except for the mutations. The negative eect might arise from the fragile relaxed structure caused by the mutations, because the A3243G mutation could disrupt the potential tertiary interaction U8-A14-A21 observed in canonical tRNA, 138) and the T3271C mutation destabilizes the anticodon stem. 139) The MELAS tRNA Leu(UUR) with the A3243G mutation showed a more severe reduction in UUA decoding than did the tRNA Leu(UUR) with the T3271C mutation. This result is consistent with the translational activities of MELAS cybrid cells with these point mutations. 129), 135) To conrm that the wobble modication is responsible for UUG decoding, we carried out a ribosomal A site binding experiment. Native mt tRNA Leu(UUR) bound efciently to both the UUA and UUG codons, while the operated tRNA showed the same binding afnity to the UUA codon as compared with the native tRNA Leu(UUR) , but weak binding afnity ($18%) for the UUG codon. 137) This nding suggests that the UUG codon-specic translational defect of the mt tRNA Leu(UUR) lacking the wobble modication is caused by incomplete codon- anticodon base pairing on the ribosomal A site. The modied wobble uridine thus plays a functional role in decoding the UUG codon by stabilizing U:G wobble base-pairing on the ribosomal A site. These results therefore suggest that decient decoding of the UUG codon arising from the lack of wobble modication is one of the primary causes of MELAS. We have noticed a specic bias of Leu codon usage in the 13 proteins encoded by human mtDNA genes 137) (Fig. 14) . For example, despite the minor usage (0$2) of the UUG codon in most proteins, the ND6 gene, which is a component of respiratory chain complex I (NADH-coenzyme Q reductase), contains eight UUG codons that constitute 42.1% of the total Leu codons and 4.6% of the total codons in ND6. It has been reported that when the A3243G or T3271C mtDNA levels in cybrid cells are increased, the translational activity of ND6 is specically and markedly reduced without a decrease in total mitochondrial protein synthesis. 129),130) Furthermore, a point mutation (G14453A) in the structural gene for ND6 was found to be associated with a severe MELAS syndrome. 140) Considering the UUG codon-specic translational defect described in this study, these facts support the idea that MELAS patients experience a translational depression of ND6. This idea nicely explains why a specic reduction of Complex I activity is characteristic of MELAS patients. 141), 142) These results indicate that the UUG codon-specic translational defect caused by defective wobble taurine modication is primarily responsible for the molecular pathogenesis of MELAS. In addition, our study suggests that the point mutation itself, in particular the A3243G mutation, contributes to the tRNA Leu(UUR) translational defect to a considerable extent. Thus, the extent of the decoding disorder for each MELAS mutant tRNA varies with the eect of each pathogenic point mutation.
We also examined the translational ability of the mutant mt tRNA Lys from MERRF patients, which bears the A8344G mutation. This analysis showed that tRNA Lys lacking the tm 5 s 2 U modication could not translate either of the cognate codons AAA and AAG. This defect is due to a complete loss of codonanticodon pairing on the ribosome, 143) because 2-thio modication of the wobble base is known to be critical for decoding AAR codons 144) (Category III in Table  3 ). This result explains why MERRF patients show a marked defect in whole mt translation. 143),145), 146) Thus, the dierent symptoms exhibited by MELAS and MERRF patients may be explained by the fact that the mutant tRNAs lacking the wobble modication in these patients show a distinct pattern of codon recognition.
In summary, the molecular mechanism causing the mt dysfunction in MELAS patients has been unraveled. A point mutation at nucleotide position 3243 or 3271 in mtDNA results in a taurine modication deciency at the anticodon wobble position of the mutant tRNA Leu(UUR) , which subsequently causes a UUG codon-specic translational defect that may lead to a translational depression of ND6. This defective codon-specic translation indicates that the deciency in taurine modication could be a key to the expression of clinical phenotypes in mt diseases. Molecular surgery that changes the identity of the taurine-modication enzyme might serve as a useful clinical treatment for patients with the MELAS and MERRF encephalomyopathies.
Summary and perspectives
It is thought that mitochondria arose from the endosymbiosis of an aerobic eubacterium into an ancestral eukaryote. 147) Thus, animal mt translation systems would have their origin in the eubacterial system and since then evolved separately. In the course of mt evolution, the mt genome size was reduced through the loss of spacer regions and the transfer of mt genes to the host genome. 148) Eventually, through this process, the size of the metazoan mt genome was reduced to about 12$16 kb, which now codes for a total of 37 genes, including all of the RNA genes necessary for translation (22 tRNAs and two rRNAs) and the 13 subunit proteins that make up the respiratory enzyme complex. The shortening of animal mt genomes would have some advantages for the maintenance and/or proliferation of mitochondria; the rst advantage would be to enhance the rapidity of mt genome replication. The second advantage would be to ensure accurate replication. The mt genome is known to replicate in a strand-asymmetric manner and/or by a coupled synthesis of leading and lagging strands, but in growing cells where maintenance of the mt genome is essential, strand-asymmetric replication is predominant. 149) Since the mt matrix is in a highly oxidative environment, single-stranded DNA resulting from strand-asymmetric replication 150) would be easily oxidized, resulting in mutations. Thus, it would be advantageous to make the mt genome as small as possible to ensure accurate replication.
In the process of decreasing the mt genome, the number of mt tRNA genes was reduced to 22, together with the shortening of their lengths. Only 22 dierent species of tRNA are required for the translation of about 60 dierent codons in animal mitochondria, which presents a striking contrast to other canonical translation systems, such as prokaryotic and eukaryotic cytoplasmic systems, which utilize more than 50 species of tRNA. 151) Twenty-two tRNA species are considered to be the minimal number capable of translating the genetic code. By determining the sequences of mt genomes and mt tRNAs from various animal species, we have constructed a table describing genetic code variations as a function of evolution (Table 2) . In this process, we discovered several modied nucleosides in the wobble and middle positions of mt tRNA anticodons and determined that they are essential in decoding codons and also in causing genetic code variations. Specic modication systems may have developed to produce these modied nucleosides, making it possible for this minimal set of tRNAs to decode 60 sense codons. Thus, we have established a mitochondria-specic decoding table (an expanded wobble rule; Table 3 ). However, it remains to be determined why dierent modied nucleosides are used in mt tRNAs from dierent animal species; in other words, why dierent modication systems have emerged in individual animal species during evolution.
The average size of mt tRNAs decreased during evolution to less than 75 nucleotides. The conserved GG and TCC sequences in the respective D and T loops were mostly lost, resulting in the absence of the D loop-T loop interaction. In particular, some species of tRNAs lost the D arm or T arm, 151) which resulted in Type III and Type IV tRNAs (Fig. 2) . Our summaries of the data so far lead us to the conclusion that all mt tRNAs seem to form similar Lshaped tertiary structures irrespective of divergence in their secondary structures, with the constraint that the distance and mutual orientation between the anticodon and the CCA terminus should remain constant. We have proved that even truncated and diversied tRNAs (at least, Type I, II, and III tRNAs in Fig. 2 ) can function in an mt in vitro translation system.
To elucidate the molecular basis by which aberrant mt tRNAs function in the mt translation system, we have compared interactions of tRNAs with enzymes (ARS and EF-Tu) and ribosomes in mt and E. coli systems, focusing on the exchangeability of components in these two systems. Unilateral recognition specicity was found, which demonstrates that mt ARS, EF-Tu and ribosomes can interact with both mt and E. coli tRNAs, while E. coli ARS and ribosomes cannot interact with mt tRNAs. Although E. coli EF-Tu forms a ternary complex with mt tRNA, this complex cannot deliver mt tRNA to the A site of either mt or E. coli ribosomes (Fig. 3) . It is thought that mt tRNAs with truncated structures must be compensated for structurally and functionally by protein components. We found that the Distal helix and C tail of mt SerRS (Figs. 4, 5) and Domain 3' of nematode mt EF-Tu1 (Fig. 6 ) compensate for such decits in mt tRNAs.
As part of the process of the shortening of the mt genome, the number of rRNA genes was reduced to two, corresponding to 12S and 16S rRNAs, while the equivalent of the bacterial 5S RNA gene was discarded. Thus, mt rRNAs became half the size of their E. coli counterparts, but functional sites including the peptidyltransferase center were completely conserved. It was found that the empty spaces in mt rRNAs that correspond to spaces that are occupied by rRNA in bacteria are lled with enlarged mt ribosomal proteins with extended N or C termini (Figs.  7, 8 ). In summary, structural and functional compensations of truncated RNA segments by proteins are seen in ARS, EF-Tu and ribosomes in mt translation systems. To compensate for such losses in rRNAs and tRNAs, cytoplasmic proteins would have to be imported into mitochondria. The transport of proteins would have been much easier than that of RNAs, because proteins can be imported into mitochondria relatively easily by inserting specic signal sequences upstream of the relevant protein genes, whereas RNA transport requires complex systems involving several specic proteins. 152) This might explain why RNAs were shortened and the resulting decits in essential structures were compensated for by the importation of proteins from the cytoplasm. Thus, it is possible that the transfer of certain structural and functional roles from RNA to proteins occurred during evolution from ancestral to extant organisms. Further research into protein compensatory systems is expected to provide more in-depth knowledge about mt translation systems.
In the process of analyzing mt translation systems, we devised a new technique, chaplet column chromatography, for rapidly and efciently isolating mt tRNAs. This technical advance allowed us to investigate human mt tRNAs and human mt diseases. In collaboration with S. Ohta's group, we succeeded in determining the cause of the mt encephalomyopathies MELAS and MERRF to be the absence of the modied nucleosides tm 5 U and tm 5 s 2 U at the anticodon wobble positions of mt tRNA Leu(UUR) and tRNA Lys , respectively. Particularly in MELAS patients, the A3243G or T3271C point mutation in the mt tRNA Leu(UUR) gene causes a taurine modication deciency at the anticodon wobble position of the mutant tRNA Leu(UUR) , which subsequently causes a UUG codon-specic translational defect that may lead to a translational depression of ND6. This conclusion is consistent with the experimental result that a point mutation (G14453A) in the structural gene for ND6 was found to be associated with a severe MELAS syndrome. 140) Our observations of mt diseases provide a new understanding of the molecular causes of some human diseases. We have shown that wobble modication defects in mutant mt tRNAs are a primary cause for various mt diseases, although the point mutations in the tRNAs that perturb wobble modication are also pathogenic in their own right. These are the rst reported instances of human diseases that have arisen from RNA modication disorders.
Finally, what are the goals and signicance of the investigation of mt translation systems as described here? The rst point of interest is to elucidate the factors that permitted changes in the genetic code in individual animal species, and to follow the evolution of animal mitochondria from protozoa to vertebrates with respect to genetic code changes in their mitochondria. The second point is to increase our knowledge about which RNA structures are required for proper mt functions and to dene the minimal prerequisites for RNA structures in translation systems. The third point is to gain insights into how the transition from the ''RNA world'' to the ''RNP world'' occurred early in the evolution of life. The fourth point is to pursue mt diseases at the molecular level in more detail, for example, to determine the recognition mechanism of the taurine-modifying enzyme that acts on mt tRNA Leu(UUR) and tRNA Lys , which could lead to the development of medical treatments for mt diseases. We strongly expect that further studies on mt translation systems will be pursued to provide more in-depth knowledge of the origin of life as well as to develop tools for medical applications.
